Model TT-660-8 Electric Tilter

The electric hydraulic tilters are used in workstation applications to eliminate bending and stretching. The tilters tip containers to the workers, reducing fatigue and back injuries.

10 Year/250,000 Cycle Warranty

Special Features & Benefits

- All of the controllers are Underwriter Laboratory listed assemblies.
- The cylinders on 45 and 60 degree tilters are double acting machine grade.
- All units are fully primed and finished with a baked enamel finish.
- All pressure hoses are double wire braid with JIC fittings.
- All reservoirs are mild steel.
- These units conform to all applicable ANSI codes.

Capacity: 6,000 lb.
Lowered Height: 8 in.
Number of Cylinders: 2
Degrees of Tilt: 60
Min. Platform: 30 x 36 in.
Max. Platform: 60 x 60 in.
Internal Motor: 2 HP
Speed: 20 sec.
Weight: 475 lbs.

6,000 lb. Capacity - 60 Degree Tilt

CLICK HERE FOR: Optional Accessories